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INTRODUCTION

Fears about the EU’s trade, resource and technology dependences have only grown since the outbreak of the pandemic, even though US–China trade disputes and the rolling out of 5G have played a significant role, too. Some analysts have pointed to the beginning of a ‘decoupling’ of certain supply chains away from China, and, while evidence suggests that some ‘reshoring’ has taken place since at least 2011, there are debates about whether the production of certain technologies should be relocated back to Europe after decades of de–industrialisation. Decoupling and/or reshoring are a reaction to geopolitically risky dependences, with the fear being that certain products, technologies or raw materials will be unavailable during times of crisis or that a reliance on third–party supplies will limit political freedom. In the digital age – where data dominates – there are also concerns that dependences may lead among other things to espionage or a curtailment of personal rights and freedoms. Despite the fact that

The EU seeks to maintain its market openness while also safeguarding critical supply chains. This can be achieved by investing in and commanding critical technology areas, diversifying and strengthening trade partnerships and managing resources;

The pandemic has only heightened the EU’s perception of supply risks and supply chain (in)security will increasingly play a role in the EU’s economic power. Today, the EU has an acute dependence on Russian fossil fuels and Chinese digital products;

Supply chain security is the very essence of geopolitics and therefore any EU trade diversification strategy needs to tackle three core risk factors now and in the future: state fragility, economic coercion and climate change.
decoupling is unfeasible, save perhaps for in very specific critical technology domains, the threat perception surrounding critical supplies has given rise to a different vocabulary and EU communiques and strategies are today replete with references to ‘technological sovereignty’, ‘open strategic autonomy’ and ‘digital sovereignty’.

Yet, in conjunction with this rhetoric has come a raft of new policy initiatives. In February 2020, the European Commission released a bundle of strategies on data,\textsuperscript{4} Artificial Intelligence (AI)\textsuperscript{5} and the digital future,\textsuperscript{6} which stressed the importance of reducing technological dependences in strategic areas. This is why the Commission is to invest €8 billion in supercomputing and help leverage €20 billion per year for AI.\textsuperscript{7} In March, a new ‘Industrial Strategy for Europe’ was published that stated that critical raw materials are ‘crucial for markets such as e-mobility, batteries, renewable energies, pharmaceuticals, aerospace, defence and digital applications’.\textsuperscript{8} It will be much harder for the EU to develop supercomputers and batteries without secure supplies of raw materials. To this end, on 3 September a ‘Commission Action Plan on Critical Raw Materials’ was released along with an updated List of Critical Raw Materials\textsuperscript{9} and a foresight study\textsuperscript{10} looking at strategic technologies and dependent sectors over the 2030–2050 horizon. This bundle of initiatives has made the case for the EU to diversify resource supplies, especially in an era of digitalisation that demands increasing amounts of strategic resources found outside of the Union’s territory.

If the EU is to diversify its trade and build sovereignty in key digital technology areas, however, it cannot do so while abandoning market openness. When it comes to trade, what is called for is recalibration and not a wholesale retreat. Ideas to this effect are starting to emerge. Commission Director General for Trade Sabine Weyand has stated that trade diversification may help proliferate EU trade standards and norms on a global basis, which could have payoffs for the environment and sustainable development.\textsuperscript{11} High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and Vice-President of the Commission (HR/VP) Josep Borrell has even asked whether the EU could lower its dependence on China by enhancing trade relations with Africa.\textsuperscript{12} This idea is worthy of further reflection given the number of Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) and economic partnerships the EU has around the world. Yet, any trade diversification strategy needs a clearer idea of the products and sectors that should be diversified and those that should be developed within the EU.

Of course, the further development of such ideas occurs in an increasingly hostile international environment. It is not only necessary to analyse the risk factors that confront any trade diversification strategy, but to think about future risks and opportunities that may face the Union. To this end, this Brief uses a range of data and indices to assess the EU’s current level of dependence in key technology and product areas and it looks to the horizon to some of the factors that will challenge any diversification strategy including state stability, economic coercion and climate change. In this regard, this Brief differs from analyses that have focused on the benefits of interdependence by providing a geopolitically informed take on supply security.
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STRATEGIC DEPENDENCE: SCALE AND INTENSITY

The term ‘geopolitics’ is increasingly used as a blanket term for international affairs, but the issue of supply dependence is a clear cut manifestation of the term: restricting the exportation of critical raw materials or the politicisation of supply chains have the power to damage economies and weaken militaries. Yet, what level of risk does the EU face? To answer this question, we must first provide some context: the reality is that EU member states are interdependent for many products and services within the Internal Market. This has the benefit of cushioning supply shocks, but, as the first wave of the pandemic showed, this counts for little if governments retreat behind national borders for critical supplies. Despite the existence of the Internal Market, the Union is dependent on external supplies, products and technologies, although, as Figure 1 shows, at first glance this dependence appears to be quite limited. For the three-year period examined, the EU appears to have a relatively low overall dependence on China, Russia and the US. So, is the alarm surrounding supply dependence simply an exaggerated response to the grave shortages of medical equipment experienced during the first wave of Covid-19?

The short answer is no. If we look below the level of overall trade value, we can reveal dependences in some critical product and material groups. Figure 2 calculates the EU’s level of dependence in core areas where the Union has a 15% or higher dependence rate on a particular product. Based on this data, it is possible to show that the EU has a relatively high dependence on Russia for nickel (72.5%), a resource used in all sorts of manufactured goods such as batteries. Unsurprisingly, the EU also has a high level of dependence on Russian imports of coal, iron, steel and petroleum products. Imports from China across a range of product areas represent the largest proportion of import dependence for the EU, however. The dependence rate is high for automatic data processing machines (33.8%), telecommunications equipment (33.5%) and electric power machinery (31.8%). The Union also has a high dependence rate on US sourced non-electric motors and engines (53.1%), which are used in mining and fossil fuel refining because they are safer than electric engines and motors. American imports of electrodiagnostic and radiological equipment, optical instruments, medical instruments and aerospace products represent a relatively high trade dependence, too. Finally, the EU is dependent on imports of gold from Switzerland and sizeable amounts of iron ore or copper from Brazil, Canada, Chile and Ukraine.

Of course, even though the dependences on Russia and China are particularly concerning, there is a need to recognise the specific dynamics of each form of supply dependency. For example, Russia has the ability to deprive EU member states and NATO allies from energy sources during colder seasons, but it must weigh up the costs of doing so because oil prices are already at historically low levels – and hydrocarbons are the country’s main export. Without oil and gas revenues, Russia will be less able to fund its military and other social investments.16 China is different. Beijing is less dependent on the EU market than Russia because its economy is much more diversified (e.g. in 2019 Russia exported 42% of its total goods to the EU, whereas in 2018 China exported only 15% of its goods to the Union).17 China also provides components and technologies for key infrastructure which can be leveraged in different ways to oil and gas, and can create potential longer-term subterfuge risks (e.g. through cyber-attacks, sabotage, espionage, data mining, etc.).18

In this sense, looking at the raw data hides the political economy of individual trade relationships. Yet the data also obscures other features of trade dependences, which is an inherent drawback of the available sources. The aggregate-level data we present here is limited by the fact that there is no room to analyse every single material input to a product, and we only look at products that have entered the EU. Accordingly, there is no way to check the ‘suppliers of our suppliers’ (e.g. electromagnetic apparatus imported into the EU will include a range of materials that are integrated into the product outside of the Union).19 This is a noteworthy deficiency associated with trade data, and it means that it is extremely difficult to ascertain a complete picture of material dependences. For example, we know from the data that the EU does not have a harmful dependence on painkillers because it both produces and imports such medicine, but there...
is a potentially harmful dependence on the Active Ingredients (APIs) that are used to produce them, because those are concentrated in a handful of countries. We do not have the full data to show what level of dependency on APIs exists, however. The same is true of rare earth minerals (REEs), which are used in a variety of technological and digital products. Again, the data presented here does not allow us to look at the REEs that form part of products imported by the EU.

Another potential drawback with the data is that focusing only on the value ignores their concentration and whether the EU has the room to diversify its supplies. This is why, while recognising its limitations, we have applied the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI) to the data in Figure 2 in order to calculate the level of concentration for each product imported by the EU. The higher the HHI number, the greater the EU’s reliance on a limited number of non-EU suppliers. What does the application of the HHI to the trade share figures reveal? On the one hand, while the EU experiences a relatively high import dependence on aluminium, petroleum oils, natural gas, coal gases, medicinal and pharmaceutical products, non-electric parts, office machines, monitors and projectors, radio broadcasting equipment, electrical machinery and medical instruments, market concentration is low and there is a larger supplier base for these products. On the other hand, there is a higher level of market concentration for products such as nickel, gold, iron, coal, crude oil, liquified propane and butane, non-electric engines and motors, automatic data processing machines, machine parts, telecommunications equipment, and sound and video recording apparatus. For these product groups, there is a smaller supplier base and this points to a far riskier degree of supply dependence. Thus, any study of EU trade dependences needs to look also at the potential for trade diversification and not just specific product dependences.

**MANAGING SUPPLY: RISK AND OPPORTUNITY**

Having now mapped out a number of the EU’s dependences, it is necessary to think about what could be done to manage them. The obvious solution is to strengthen the Internal Market in such a way as to enhance supply solidarity during crises. In this sense, it is important to work with governments and the private actors who ultimately manage supply chains. Another option is to invest in critical technology areas in order to ensure the EU’s mastery of and sovereignty over the digital space. The truth is that decades of de-industrialisation in Europe has led to manufacturing and skills gaps in key sectors, and the push for digital sovereignty will require a sustained effort. This is why Commissioner Breton believes there is a need to promote EU computing power, data control and secure connectivity and why the European Council Conclusions of 1-2 October stress the need for ‘Important Projects of Common Interest’. 
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European interest in areas such as batteries and micro-electronics. Yet even if the Union succeeds in this pursuit, there will still be questions about security of supply for raw materials. It is possible to ramp up the EU’s resource conservation and substitution efforts, but, as has been identified in the 2020 Action Plan on critical raw materials, lowering dependences for strategic products will require a broader effort of trade diversification and partnerships. However, trade diversification will not be a simple affair because the same geopolitical shifts that are pushing the Union to secure supplies are making diversification harder.

One of the preconditions for trade diversification is that existing and new trade partners have the industrial capacity to produce the types of goods and materials the EU requires. Looking at the share of industrial production in each country as a share of their overall Gross Domestic Product (GDP) can help us better understand which countries are best placed to become

**FIGURE 4 | Supply dependences**

Risks and opportunities

**State Fragility**

State fragility is calculated based on the Fragile States Index (FSI). The FSI assigns each country an aggregate score between 0–120 (120 being the most fragile). In order to ensure that values across our indices are commensurate (0–100, with 100 denoting the highest risk), the FSI score is divided by 1.2 and then rounded to one decimal place.

**Economic coercion**

Economic coercion is based on a composite index combining the level of authoritarianism in a given country and its relative GDP compared to the EU. The assumption is that a high level of authoritarianism combined with relative economic power increases the potential for economic coercion towards the EU. Authoritarianism is calculated as an average of The Economist’s ‘Democracy Index’ (DI) and Freedom House’s ‘Freedom in the World Index’ (FWI) – on a scale of 0 to 100, 100 symbolises the highest degree of authoritarianism. Relative economic power is calculated as a function of relative GDP between the EU and non-EU states. Once the data for authoritarianism and relative economic power are combined, the overall scale is measured from 0 to 100 with 100 representing the highest rate of potential economic coercion.

**Climate vulnerability**

Climate change vulnerability is measured using the Notre Dame Global Adaptation Initiative Index (ND-GAIN), which assigns each country an aggregate score between 0–100 (100 being the least vulnerable). We reverse the index so that on a scale of 0 to 100, 100 is the highest risk, with greater vulnerability and lower readiness to adapt to climate change.

Data: The Fund for Peace, 2019; The Economist, 2019; Freedom House, 2019; World Bank, 2020; CIA World Factbook, 2019; University of Notre Dame, 2018
closer trade partners for the EU. However, we need to be realistic about what this data tells us: for one thing, having a higher level of industrialisation as a proportion of GDP does not mean that a country can produce the full range of goods required as part of any EU diversification strategy or represent an alternate source of materials. For example, the US and Japan have relatively lower levels of industrialisation but they can still supply the EU with high-tech products. Accordingly, higher industrialisation levels are more of an indication of a capacity to produce components or products at lower stages of or as part of lower value chains. China excels in this regard, especially in relation to digital products and manufactured goods, but there are also a number of other countries such as Angola, Argentina, Australia, Canada, Colombia and Ethiopia that have a sufficient level of industrialisation, too.

Simply focusing on industrialisation, however, is only one part of any diversification strategy and it can only provide a one-dimensional reading of the geopolitics of supply. Looking to any future EU trade diversification strategy, this Brief contends that in order to succeed in this effort, the Union will have to grapple with three major factors that will shape its geopolitical environment: state fragility, economic coercion and climate change.

State fragility

If the EU is to diversify its trade away from risky dependencies, then it is questionable whether it should do so with other risky suppliers. In particular, it is worth asking whether the EU should exchange its dependence on a country that can ‘weaponise trade’ for one that is embroiled in breakdowns of governance, coup d’états, civil war, conflict or disease. Alternatively, it may be possible to diversify to stable countries with which the Union already has a strong economic partnership. Looking at the Fragile States Index (FSI), it would seem that there is a higher risk in diversifying trade to countries located in Africa, Asia and Central/Latin America and that the EU’s most stable trade partners would be Argentina, Australia, Canada, Japan, the UK and the US. Of course, fragile states can still be traded with and it may be necessary to do so in order to help them avoid further fragility, but high state fragility may hinder an exporter country from investing in the skills, knowledge and industrial capacity it requires to be able to join EU supply chains. Thus, any future geopolitical approach to mitigating state fragility has to hit the ‘sweet spot’ between enhancing trade with existing stable partners and engaging with those states where EU trade can actively contribute to fostering stability.

Economic coercion

In addition to state fragility, the EU has to be weary of falling prey to economic coercion in its trade relations. It is important to understand whether a particular supplier has a willingness to manipulate or disrupt supply flows and whether it has the actual capacity to do so. Smaller economies are less likely to successfully coerce the EU. Given the strain the global trading system is currently under, the EU should expect a higher frequency of potential attempts at economic coercion—whether it be through the implementation of sanctions against EU member states, the haphazard imposition of tariffs or raw material export restrictions. Drawing on peace research, we would expect the EU to face the biggest risk of potential economic coercion from authoritarian or non-democratic states that have powerful enough economies to cushion the costs of coercion. If we combine a state’s relative freedom and democracy with its economic power, China comes off as a particularly high potential risk, but so too do Russia, Iran, Saudi Arabia and Turkey. The data also shows that the EU faces a potential risk of economic coercion from the US as well, but not from Australia, Canada or Japan. We can also combine the state fragility and economic coercion data at this point to show that, while many African countries may be more fragile trade partners overall, they are less likely to attempt to coerce the EU through trade.

Climate change

Another substantial factor that will increasingly play a role in the EU’s considerations about trade diversification is climate change. Save for any radical shift in energy use and global emissions reductions, climate vulnerability is a long-term risk that may aggravate state fragility. As can be seen from Figure 6, countries that are most vulnerable to climate change are generally those that are least developed. Of course, enhancing the EU’s trade relationships with climate vulnerable countries could have the effect of boosting environmental standards and norms, which in turn could lower a country’s overall vulnerability. However, climate vulnerability could adversely affect the potential for trade diversification. Not only could climate shocks such as droughts and flooding hit industrial and agricultural production, but many of the least developed countries still produce carbon intensive products that over time will suffer on global markets as the transition to carbon neutrality accelerates. This means that trade diversification to climate-friendly production needs to occur in vulnerable countries as a way to avoid missing out on investment opportunities and trade in international markets. For the EU, this means that consideration has to be given to whether products being imported contribute to the Union’s ambitious climate targets.
THE GEOPOLITICS
OF SUPPLY

If the EU is to prepare for a more contested international trading system, it needs to ensure it is ahead of the curve on security of supply while also remaining open for business. Lowering potentially harmful dependences should sit alongside policies being developed by the EU, such as material stockpiling and substitution and developing digital technologies within the Union. In particular, the data analysed in this Brief reveals that now and in the future:

- there are significant risks attached to trade diversification because of state fragility, economic coercion and climate vulnerability, which collectively conspire to limit the number of available suppliers and partners for the EU’s more sensitive dependences;
- a strategy of diversification is most likely to apply to raw materials or components rather than to high-tech areas such as data processors, telecommunications or supercomputing, which require greater investment for self-sufficiency;
- existing EU trade partnerships are a good foundation for diversification. Recently agreed FTAs need more time to flourish but the EU should leverage existing agreements to negate the risks like state fragility, economic coercion and climate vulnerability.

Of course, trade diversification is an area of supply security that will only gather momentum in the current international climate, not least because the transition to a green and digital economy presumes greater need for critical materials and goods. The Commission has already stated in its 2020 Action Plan that in order to cushion potential future raw material shocks, the Union should develop resource partnerships. This certainly tallies with our analysis, although more needs to be done to tie together the Union’s trade, development and resource relationships. There is indeed an urgent need to prepare for an erosion of critical supply security. As the pandemic has shown, it was readily accepted that there was a high risk of a global virus but this did not lead to sufficient preparedness in the form of joint response exercises or scenarios. The Commission has already usefully produced a foresight report on critical raw materials over the period 2030 to 2050, but what is needed are joint exercises to test the EU’s response in case of product and/or material supply shocks. Scenario exercises are a productive way of sketching out policy responses and bringing together key institutional actors from the Commission and the European External Action Service (EEAS). As this Brief has shown, trade diversification is not simply an economic matter and it requires input from those dealing with security and development, too.

Beyond foresight and scenarios, however, the EU has the makings of an effective strategy to ensure continued access to critical supplies. With the right level of sustained financial investment, the EU can lower its dependences in the digital domain by developing core technologies, but it also needs to further integrate the Internal Market. It can also work to ensure that it has the raw material inputs for digital technologies by working closely with partners and developing material substitutions. It can also safeguard its knowledge and protect market openness by screening foreign investments, all while encouraging scientific collaboration. It can maximise existing trade relationships while also using trade diversification to promote its environmental standards and sustainable development. The geopolitical stakes are too high for any other approach. The US and China look likely to remain locked in a conflict over trade and recent export laws developed by Beijing threaten to further politicise the matter. The EU has no option but to promote multilateral solutions, but its ability to call itself an economic giant is predicated on security of supply.
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